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Introduction
The following theorem was recently proved by R. Brauer and the author
[1]:
Theorem. Let p be a prime. Then at least one of the following hold:
(a) There exists a function f(c) with the following property : If G is a finite
group of order divisible by p, and if c=max {\CG(x)\ : x^G, x of order p}, then
(b) There exist infinitely many sporadic simple groups of order divisible by p.
In this paper we shall see that a similar theorem holds when c is allowed
to be I CG(x) I for any element x in G of order p. Indeed, consider the following
two statements for a fixed prime p :
(I) There exists a function f(c) with the following property: If G is
a finite group of order divisible by p, x is an element of order p, c= \ CG(x) \ ,
and S(G) is the solvable radical of G, then | G: Oy,
 P(S(G)) \ <f(c).
(II) There exists a function g(c) with the following property: If G
is a finite non-abelian simple group, τ is an automrophism of order p of G, and
*=|C
c
(τ)|,then
Clearly (I) implies (II). We shall prove that (II) implies (I). In parti-
cular, (I) holds when p= 2 since an argument of Brauer and Fowler easily
establishes (II) for p=2. If the simple groups G in (II) are restricted to
be alternating or Chevalley groups, then it can be verified that the function
g(c) in (II) exists, and in fact g(c)=cN for some integer N will do. Hence (II)
and (I) fail only if there exist infinitely many sporadic simple groups admitting
automorphisms of order p.
This work was done at the Group Theory Symposium at the University
of Warwick 1972-1973. Thanks are due to the many participants there for
1) This work was supported by grant GP-34626 of the National Science Foundation.
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their helpful comments. The observation that (II) holds for p=2 is due to
D. Goldschmidt.
1. The equivalence of (I) and (II)
Lemma 1. Let G be a finite group and x an element of G. If G and x
are the images of G and x under a homomorphίsm of G, then \ CG(x) \ < | CG(x) \.
Proof: Since the irreducible characters % of G can be viewed as irre-
ducible characters % of G, | CG(x) I = Σ | X(*) I z= Σ I *(*) 1 2 < I CG(X) I
We recall that a group H is quasisimple if H=H/ is perfect and H/Z(H)
is a non-abelian simple group. If G is any group, E(G) is the join of all sub-
normal, quasisimple subgroups of G.
Lemma 2. Let p be a prime, and let G be a group with Oy(S(G))— 1.
ThenCG(E(G)Op(G)) <OP(G).
Proof. By assumption E(G)OP(G) is the generalized Fitting subgroup
F*(G) of G. Since CG(F*(G))<F*(G) ([3], Theorem 1 (i)), the result is
immediate.
Theorem 1. Let p be a prime. Then (I) and (II) are equivalent.
Proof. That (I) implies (II) is trivial. Conversely, suppose a function
g(c) exists satisfying (II). We claim that a monotonic function f^c) exists with
the following property: If G is a finite quasisimple group, r is an automor-
phism of order p of G, and c= \ CG(τ) \ , then | G | </ι(^). Indeed, the automor-
phism T of G=G/Z(G) induced by r has order p since G is perfect. Hence
|G| <£(c), where c==\CG(r)\. On the other hand, Z(G) is isomorphic to a
subgroup of the Schur multiplier of G, and so | Z(G) | < | G | 2 by a result of
Green ([4], Lemma 6.2 and Corollary). Thus \G\<g(c)3. Since
Lemma 1, we may then define the function f1 by setting
This establishes the claim.
Next let G be any finite group of order divisible by^> with Op'(S(G))=l.
Let C=CG(E(G)) and C0=Cc(Op(G)lφ(Op(G))), so that C0^OP(G) by Lemma 2
and a theorem of Burnside. Now G/C and C/C0 act faithfully on E(G) and V
respectively, where V=Op(G)/φ(Op(G)). Since | G: OP(G) \ < \ G: C0 \ =|G:C| |C:C0 |, upper bounds by functions of c on |£"(G)| and | V\ imply one
on \G:0P(G)\.
Let x be an element of order p and let c= \ CG(x) \ . The element x induces
a linear transformation of order 1 or p on V. Since | C
v
(x) \ <£ by Lemma 1, it
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then follows that | V\ ^cp. The element x also induces a permutation of the
quasisimple components of E(G). Let the orbits be O19 •••, Os, O5+1,, •••, Os+t,
arranged so that | O, =•-= |O,|=1 and \O
s+1\= — =\O3+t\=p. If !</ O,
then O, consists of a single quasisimple group G£ on which # induces an auto-
morphism of order 1 or p. Since | CG.(x) | <£, it follows that
(1.1) \Gi\<ίmax{fl(c)yc} for
If ί+l<z<ί+ί, then the quasisimple components in O, are permuted cyclically
by*. Let these be Gtl, G,2, •••, Gip, where Gh = G£l
χi
~
l
. Then A^M*.-/^'1 :
λeG^} is a subgroup of G^G^ G/^, centralized by x. In particular, |Z), | <£.
Since Di/Z(Di)^GiJZ(Gil)9 it follows that | GiJZ(Giί) \ < £ as well. Thus
(1.2) I G J^3 for i>s
by the result of Green quoted earlier. The components in each orbit then
have bounded orders by (1.1), (1.2). But the number of orbits s+t is itself
bounded by c. Indeed, let G=G/Z(E(G)) and let X denote the image of X in
G for any subset or element X of G. The orbits of X acting on the simple com-
ponents of E(G) are the images of the orbits of x acting on the quasisimple
components of E(G). Moreover, | Cβ^(x) \ < | CE^(x) \ < c by Lemma 1 . Now
X centralizes a non-identity element of each G, for l<zΌ by a thoerem of
Thompson [9], and X centralizes a non-identity element of each product
G{1 Gi2—Gipfor ί+l<i<ί+ί since [x, Df]=l HenceH-ί<£. Thus|E(G)|<
max {fi(c)cy c3pc} . I . A function f2(c) then exists such that | G \ < f2(c).
Finally let G be any group of order divisible by^> and let G— G/Oy(*S(G)).
Let x be an element of order p in G and X be its image in G. Since c— \ CQ(%) \ <
|CG(Λ:)|<^ by Lemma 1 and \G:Oj,p(S(G))\ = \G:Op(G)\, we may then
define the function/^) needed for (I) by
f(c) = max (2f(c)} .
1<C<C
This completes the proof.
Corollary. (I) holds for p=2.
Proof. We shall show that (II) holds for p=2 with g(c)=(2c(2c+l))\.
The argument is essentially that of Brauer and Fowler [2]. Let G be the semi-
direct product of H and <τ>, and let {1}=.K0, K^ '-,KS be the conjugacy
classes of G containing an element inverted by r. We note that s^\ since | G |
is even. Also let K be that class among K
ιy - ,KS which contains r. Using
the symbol for a class to denote the corresponding class sum in the group ring
Z[G] as well, we have
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(1.3) K*
ί =
where the m{ are non-negative integers. Indeed, m0= \ K \ and mi^\G\l\Ki\
for 1 < /<$, the latter inequality holding since p=2. Thus (1.3) implies
(1.4)
t = l
On the other hand, a count of the elements in K0, K19 --9KS implies
(1.5)
where K' is chosen from K
ιy •••, Ks to minimize \Kf\. The inequalities (1.4)
and (1.5) imply that
(1.6) \κ\2\K'\^\κ\\K'\ + \G\*.
Setting \K\ = \G:CG(τ)=\G\l2c and \K'\ = \G\lc/ into (1.6), we obtain
\G\lcf<t2c(2c+l). Since c' is the order of the subgroup CG(g'\ where g'&K',
G then has a normal subgroup N contained in CG(g') such that GjN is isomor-
phic to a subgroup of the symmetric group on 2c(2c + l ) symbols. Moreover,
N=G or 1 since H is simple. If N=G, then G^HχZ2 and r must be an
inner automorphism. The theorem of Brauer and Fowler applies to this situa-
tion and yields \H\<(±c(c+2))\. If JV=1, then \H\<(2c(2c+l))l. Thus
\H \ ^ g(c) in all cases.
2. (II) for alternating and Chevalley groups
Theorem 2. Let p be prime. Then there exists a natural integer N with
the following property: If G is a finite non-abelίan simple alternating or
Chevalley group, r is an automorphism of order p of G, and c= \ CG(τ) \ , then
Proof. We shall only give a cursory outline of the proof, since much
more precise information on CG(τ), when G is a Chevalley group, is currently
being tabulated by N. Burgoyne and others. The groups and their automor-
phisms will be discussed in a finite number of cases. Clearly it suffices to
prove the existence of the exponent in each case. Also in any given case,
finitely many groups can be omitted from the discussion without affecting
the proof.
If G is an alternating group of degree n>6, then the automorphism T
is induced by an element x of order p in the corresponding symmetric group of
degree n. Using estimates provided by Stirling's formula, we easily find an
exponent for this case.
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We need two arrangements of the Chevalley groups. The first is
), PSUH(q), PSp2H(q), Pίl2H+1(q), PΩ2»(£, q)
Ί
(q), E
s
(q), Ft(q), Gt(q), 2C2(?2)
and separates the families of classical type from the rest. The second is
(2.2a) A
Λ
(q\ B
n
(q), C
n
(q), D
n
(q), E
e
(q), E7(q), Es(q), F4(q), G2(q) ,
(2.2b) ΆJf), 2C2(«f ), *Dt(<f), 2Z>n(?2), •tf.fe ), Ψtf), *G2(<?) ,
and separates the families of normal type from the rest. The Lie notation is
that of [6], so that the characteristic power q need not be an integer.
The automorphism group A(G) of a simple Chevalley group G has a nor-
mal series
G <* Λ(G)<^(G)<^(G)< A3(G) = A(G) ,
where AQ(G) is the group of inner automorphisms, and A{(G) is the group
obtained from A^^G) by adjoining certain automorphisms, namely diagonal
automorphisms when /=!, field automorphisms when /= 2, and graph automor-
phisms when ί=3. The labeling of automorphisms as diagonal, field, or graph
automorphisms depends on the choice of a Tits system for G which we assume
fixed.
Case 1 : r in A
τ
(G)
If G is of type (2. la), then r is induced by some element x in a corr-
esponding linear group. Using the work [11] of G.E. Wall, we obtain an
exponent which works for these groups when n is sufficiently large, say W>TZ O .
The remaining groups are of type (2.1a) with ra <w
n
, or of type (2.1b), and hence
belong to a finite number of families, where each family is parameterized by q.
The argument given for a similar situation in [1] in the proof of Theorem 2
applies.
Case 2: r in A2(G) -A^G)
Theorems of Lang [5] and Steinberg [8], Theorem 10.1, can be used to
identify CG(τ), from which the theorem follows, except in the cases p=2 and
G is any group other than 3A(#3) in (2.2b), or p= 3 and G=3Z>4(#3). We shall
return to these exceptions after discussing the next case.
Case 3 : r in A,(G) -A2(G)
The automorphisms in this case exist only if p= 2 or 3, G is one of the
groups
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(2.3a) A
n
(q), #„(<?), E6(q)
(2.3b) C2(q), Ft(q), G2(q),
and q is a power of 2 or 3 in the case (2.3b). The proof of the previous case
can be used unless G is of type (2.3a) and τ=βa, where β is a graph automor-
phism and a^A^G). Suppose we have one of these cases. If p does not
divide q, we proceed as follows: The cases p=2 and G=A
n
(q), p=3 and
G=D,(q) follow by results of Steinberg [7], page 169, and Tits [10], §§8.2.8,
9.1.2, 9.2.1, and the remark following 9.2.1. If p=2 and G=D
n
(q) or E6(q), we
view AI(G) as the fixed-point set of an algebraic endomorphism σ of a correspond-
ing algebraic group G, and extend τ to an algebraic automorphism T of order p
of G such that σr=τσ. In particular, CG(r) is related to the fixed-point set of
σ on C )^, which can be studied by choosing an appropriate Tits system of G.
If p divides qy then r fixes a Sylow ^-subgroup U of G, and in fact centralizes a
suitably large subgroup of U. In every case, the existence of the exponent can
be shown.
Finally, we return to the exceptions noted in case 2, which were in fact
the twisted forms of the groups in (2.3). As before, we can view A^G) as the
fixed-points of an algebraic endomorphism σ of a corresponding algebraic group
G, and extend τ to an algebraic endomorphism r of G such that σ induces an
automorphism of C^(τ). The proof is then completed by appealing to the pre-
vious two cases.
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